


A   Umbrella holder
B   Umbrella holder base
C   Upper bag bracket
D   Upper frame
E   Sliding block connect rob
F   Leg bracket
G   Cable for swivel front wheel to control
H1  Leg frame left (Back)
H2 Leg frame right (Back)
H3 Leg frame right (Front)
H4 Leg frame left (Front)
I Rear wheel
J1 Left wheel locking mechanism
J2 Right wheel locking mechanism
K Lower bag bracket
L Front wheel set
M Grip
N Scorecard holder
O  Adjustable handle mechanism
P  Sand hook
Q Lower frame
R  Stablizer connect rob
S1 Lever for 360 front wheel control
S2 Lever for rear wheel braking to control

T Cable for rear wheel to brake

U Storage bag for accessories

V Anti-splay wire

W Adjustable front wheel mechanism

X Drink holder    

PARTS LIST
MAINTENANCE
To clean the cart, wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Car polish 
may be used to maintain finish. Lubricate moving parts 
every 6 months.

Warning:
For your own safety, please read and understand these 
warnings and keep this user guide for future reference.
Always make sure the cart is fully extended and locked 
before use.
Always make sure the cart is folded and locked properly 
before lifting or transporting.
Do not run while using this product.
Do not use accessories other than those designed for 
use with this cart.
Keep all packing materials away from children and 
recycle where possible or where required by law.
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SETTING UP THE BUGGY

Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.5

Fig.7 Fig.8 Fig.9

Unlock the grey buckle, and lift up the handle to adjust to the
desired position, then re-lock the grey buckle. The buggy is
now fully extended as shown in Fig. 3.
Insert the front wheel onto the front fork as shown in Fig.4. 

Grey
Buckle

Lift up the adjustable handle mechanism and extend the buggy
all the way as per Fig. 1. Then with one hand, tilt the buggy
backwards and push the grey button to rotate the front fork
(where the front wheel will soon be - refer Fig. 4.)
clockwise as Fig. 2.

FOLDING DOWN THE BUGGY

Unlock the Grey Buckle and fold down the handle
until the handle is touching the lower main frame.
Then re-lock the Grey Buckle. With one hand, tilt
the buggy backwards and press the Grey Push
button to fold in the front wheel until you hear the
'lock' as shown in Fig. 7 & 8.

With one hand on the front
fork and the other on the
bag support, fold the
buggy inwards to form a
cube as shown in Fig. 8.

The buggy has
been folded
successfully as
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig.4

Grey
Buckle

Grey 
Push
Button

The buggy is now
assembled as per Fig.5.

USING THE 360 SWIVEL SYSTEM & 
HAND BRAKE 

To activate the 360
Swivel Wheel, push the
grey lever down. To put
the 360 wheel into fixed
wheel mode, pull the
grey lever up as per
 Fig. 10. 

To activate the brake,
push the grey hand
brake lever down. To
disengage the brake,
pull the grey lever up as
per Fig. 11.

Fig.10 Fig.11Fig.6

Grey lever Brake Lever



Fig.13

Fig.14

USING THE UMBRELLA HOLSTER

Refer to Fig.15& Fig.15-1.
1. Pull the elastic strap out of the strap buckle as in 
Fig. 15.
2. Adjust the strap to the desired length.
3. Push the elastic strap back to the strap buckle as 
in Fig. 15-1.

Fig.15 Fig.15-1

Fig.12 1.Simply attach the umbrella holder onto the buggy. The two large triangle bolts can be used  to 
adjust the angle of the umbrella holder as Fig. 1 2.

2. The elastic rope on the umbrella holder can be used to secure the umbrella as Fig. 13.

UMBRELLA HOLDER

Pass the umbrella through the
elasticised loop until the spike
on the end of the umbrella fits
snugly into the tip holder as
per Fig.14.

BAG HOLDER STRAP 
LENGTH ADJUSTMENT

Tip



Slot on holder
 

Fixed block on base notch
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Fig .20

FRONT WHEEL ADJUSTABLE SYSTEM:

If the buggy veers to the RIGHT: use the Allen key (as shown in Fig. 21) to loosen the 2 screws (A) on the backside of the front wheel frame, as shown in Fig. 22. Then adjust
the front wheel to center position by turning the screw (B) counterclockwise, as in Fig. 23. Tighten the 2 screws (A) after the front wheel alignment is done.

If the buggy veers to the LEFT: use the Allen key(as shown in Fig. 21) to loosen the 2 screws (A) on the backside of the front wheel frame, as shown in Fig. 22. Then adjust the
front wheel to center position by turning the screw (B) clockwise, as in Fig. 23. Tighten the 2 screws (A) after the front wheel alignment is done.

Fig.21

Fig.22 Fig.23
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FRONT WHEEL ADJUSTABLE SYSTEM

Allen key A

Fig .16 Fig .17 Fig .18 Fig .19

 

When installing the drink holder as in Fig. 16, align the smallest part of the slot on the holder with the fixed blocks  as Fig. 17. Then pull horizontally to fit the holder on 
the base as shown in Fig. 18 and 19.

INSTALL THE DRINK HOLDER






